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Now in our 72nd year

Container workparties.
Work on the container amenities block has had a big boost this month. Tony Christiansen has organised a
team to prepare the container – derusting, painting, installing windows and door, partitioning and lining.
Gary Powell has managed the necessary foundation
work so that once completed, the container can be
dropped onto pre-prepared foundations.

←

This was the first of several work parties to
convert the container to an amenities unit. The
team inventoried all materials procured to date,
and marked out the cut lines for eventual
installation of doors and windows.
Pictured are Warren King, Tony Christiansen and
Neil Attwood.
Tony is well known for his skills
in motivating people viz.:- “the beatings will
continue until morale improves”.
Photo by Andy Avgas.

←

The
foundation
team having
a ‘cuppa’
after
pouring
concrete
foundations.
Photo by Andy
Avgas

←
Could this be
Andy Avgas ?
– lying down
on the job as
usual

Trevor
and
Warren
spreading
paint on a
hot day.

→

TMAC Annual General Meeting.
The 71st Annual General Meeting of the Tauranga Model Aircraft Club Inc, was held on 5th April with some 20
members attending. It came as a surprise to many members that we have been in existence for 71 years,
which makes us one of the oldest clubs in MFNZ and also one of the oldest clubs in Tauranga.
If you would like a copy of the draft minutes (which contain transcripts of the President’s and Treasurers
reports), please send your request to www.taurangamodelfly.nz. The AGM approved some administrative
changes to the TMAC Constitution (all members should have received a copy before the meeting), and
elected a new committee. The new committee is :
President – Tony Christiansen
Vice President – Mark Sibley
Treasurer – Roger Peddle
General Committee – Bill de Renzy, Gary Powell, Warren King
Secretary – Dave Marriott
There are 2 unfilled positions on the committee and these can be filled at any time. If you would like to offer
your services to help the club develop, please let Tony or Dave know,
The Corkhill Memorial Trophy for greatest contribution to the club was awarded to Richard Brown.

Links to Things with Wings
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scale Hughes “Spruce Goose”. Works well with electric propulsion. (I wouldn’t want to have to
start all those motors if they were IC ) https://youtu.be/VgJkfPWyH_E
Ultimate helicopter flying (from Bill d R)
https://www.facebook.com/HeliDirectRC/videos/10154614022148621/
Some serious models here (even if the flying skills may be a little dodgy)
https://www.youtube.com/embed/zYPag3LuKlA
Four gas turbines and the glide angle of a brick www.youtube.com/embed/LhR2WMGqjHU
<http://www.youtube.com/embed/LhR2WMGqjHU>
Starwars podracer – better than computer graphics. https://youtu.be/utr6g63JP78
Feeling humble and insignificant?
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/voyager/multimedia/pia00452.html

Coming events
•
•

18th June – TMAC auction at Classic Flyers. Have you sorted out your models for sale yet?
8th July – MFNZ AGM. Give your vote

Andy Avgas – roving reporter

←

Not on the flight plan. Out of control aircraft hits
airfield buildings. Organisers in the s—t.

SE5A project (contributed by Phil Hansen)
Last month a request was made by Classic Flyers for an SE5A model to complete a display. Following is a
description of a project by Phil Hansen to build a static model SE5A. Unfortunately, its not for sale or lending
out.
“Starting in the early 1980’s Hawegawa released three 1/8 scale WWI museum scale models – the SE5A,
Sopwith Camel and the Fokker Triplane. Built from plywood, spruce, aluminium and plastic none of these
were ever intended to fly as a model RC planes though I have often thought the full size construction
drawings and instructions provided would be a handy starting point.
Over 20 years I bought and constructed all three kits starting with the Sopwith Camel purchased in Tokyo in
the mid 1980’s. The trio were completed in 2006 with the SE5A, which I bought off eBay. Unfortunately this
kit, like many being sold today on eBay, are missing the
instruction manuals which adds significantly to the build
challenge. However, Hasegawa kindly sent me a free
copy when I wrote and asked them for help.
At the time the SE5a entered service in 1917, pilots were
arriving at the front with fewer than 20 hours of flying
time. So a plane that could be flown by pilots of limited
flying experience was gratefully accepted. While the
highly manoeuvrable designs suited skilled pilots the
SE5A was different. Easy to fly, stable & forgiving, even
a mediocre pilot could capitalise on the steadiness of
the aircraft, firing at the enemy from further away with
a greater degree of accuracy. Square and boxy from any angle the SE5A appears more primitive than it is. In
fact it was produced late in WWI and featured the first pilot adjustable tail-plane and a steerable tailskid.
Many famous pilots who flew it successfully during the Great War; Albert Ball, James McCudden, and Edward
Mannock, regarded it as the “Mount of Aces”. These pilots said the plane was easy to fly, felt stable with
turns in either direction simple to do with coordinated rudder.
These same design concepts make the SE5A a good
candidate for an RC flying biplane model.
From the layout it can be appreciated that the pilot first
needed to avoid knock themselves out by hitting the butt
of the Lewis gun as they climbed aboard. Visibility was
adequate (for a WWI type) but many things were in the
pilots immediate field of vision – the Lewis gun Aldis sight,
a ring and ball sight for the Vickers gun, windshield, the
lower portion of the Foster gun mount, and the usual
array of bracing wires.
Starting once the engine was primed was supposedly straightforward. Both magnetos plus the booster
magneto were selected “on”. Then keeping clear of the prop the pilot wound the booster magneto and with
luck the engine came to life without needing to swing the prop. Otherwise the “Armstrong” method was
used! The Hisso would then settle down to a high idle while the coolant warmed up and then the pressure
selector was switched to the engine driven air pump.
There wasn’t much to do for take-off other than to check temperatures and pressures, point into the wind
and open the throttle. Acceleration was steady and the boxy angular ship got airborne at about 50 mph.
Controls were crisp & responsive although supposedly heavier than the Sopwith Camel or Fokker Triplane.

With the instruments showing everything operating where it should be, the radiator shutters need to be
opened a bit to keep the coolant in the optimum range and the throttle was pulled back to a cruise setting of
1600 RPM giving about 95 mph.
Steep turns, lazy eights and wingovers were all easily carried out but pilots found some adverse yaw which
had to be compensated by balancing aileron with rudder. Adjusting the elevator trim allowed it to be flown
hands off something not usual for most WW1 fighters. Power off stalls happened around 43 mph.
With the power pushed up a bit, a conservative top speed
of 115- 120 mph was achieved! During wartime even this
top speed was increased to the reported numbers of
about 138 mph. The only aircraft that could come close
was the Fokker DVII, so the SE5A was faster than anything
out there. Performance did not drop with altitude either,
it maintained 120 mph right up to about 15,000 ft.
I have included several photos of my build of this
particular model. All flying surfaces actually work from
connections to the fully functional rudder pedals and
control stick. I have left all three aircraft in their “nude”
state and hung them from the high ceiling of the entrance
in my home in duelling pose.” - Phil.

This year’s club projects
Last year was a busy year with tractor issues, regrading and grassing the runways, building a roller,
fundraising and buying a new mower, and commencing the container fitout project. We raised over $20,000
for these projects. The success of these projects is an indication of what can be achieved if the project is
clearly identified, planned and then efforts managed to make it happen.
Your new committee has had a brief brainstorming session to identify a list of projects to be considered,
prioritised and developed over the next 12 months. These include:
• Completion of the container amenities block
• Provision of concrete pads at the large model starting gates
• Mulching of the outfield area
• Tidy up the old clubhouse
• Club acquisition of a fertiliser spreader = we currently use one on loan to the club
• Drainage, filling in of potholes and metalling of the road entrance
• Sell the Trimax mower and purchase a flail mower for keeping the outfield area under control
• Sealing the runway.
All members are invited to contribute your ideas and suggestions for consideration by the Committee. In the
words of the late Fred Dagg “ If you don’t say what you want, you’ll get what you are given”. Let a
committee member know your views.

Secretary’s note
I frequently receive emails addressed to “Mike”. Mike Craig stepped down from the Secretary role some 12
months ago and I have been wondering why this is still happening. The answer may be that in your email
address book you have recorded the address taurangamodelfly@gmail.com under Mikes name. This means
that your confuser will automatically put Mike’s name at the top of any email originating from TMAC. Please
check your address books and make sure that the TMAC address is recorded under TMAC Secretary or
‘Dave’.

Wings Tests
Many of our members are competent fliers but do not have their
wings badge. Officially this means that you should not be flying
without an observer who can take control if anything goes
wrong. You know who you are – we do too as it is part of your
MFNZ records. The club examiners are Neil Attwood(BP),
Fraser Brodie (BP), Mike Craig (BP), Bill de Renzy (BP and gliders), Bruce Barnard (multirotor), and Dave
Marriott (BP). MFNZ are tightening up the requirements for wings testing and it is in your interest to get
your wings now, rather than face a tougher test at some stage in the future.
The test is not onerous. It consists of 3 elements:a. Demonstrating a knowledge of club rules such as height limitations, no fly zones, etiquette etc
b. Showing an understanding of safety principles in inspection, starting and handling your model
c. Basic flight skills to demonstrate that you can operate safely.
If you feel intimidated by the overall process please don’t be. Its all quite basic and common sense. Talk to
your examiner/instructor in advance of the test to answer any queries.
If you are a complete learner, talk to a member of the committee and we will endeavour to link you with an
instructor who can assist you – perhaps using a buddy system.

Fire Response
We operate in a forest park with at certain times of the year, a high fire risk. While
crashes into the jungle are comparatively rare there is always a risk of fire from eg hot IC
engines, or with LiPo batteries. TECT Park does not have a fire response capability, other
than plastic cubes of water stationed throughout the park. The problem is compounded
by the lack of cellphone coverage in the park. We have discussed the appropriate fire
response with the TECT Park management and the following is the recommended response if you see a fire:• A club member should be despatched to get to a cellphone signal location and call 111.
• The Park Ranger should be notified. (There is a communications radio on the Rangers office wall)
• Attempts to suppress the fire should only be undertaken if it is safe to do so.
A fire extinguisher is held in the cabinet in the day shelter. Your gate key will open the cabinet. The
extinguisher may be ineffective on Lipo fires. Buckets of sand will be provided shortly.

Snippets from the trimming table
•

•

•

•

Weather station - The wind speed/direction instrument at the top of the pole has been replaced as
it was giving erratic readings. Hopefully this will enable a greater confidence in the accuracy of the
graph. The camera function has also been reinstated.
Road upgrade - Broadspectrum will be re-laying and sealing the road through the pine trees at the
top of Weld Road. This will obviously affect access to the shooter’s area as the road will be closed
while the work is carried out. Hopefully there will be no restrictions of access for flying.
Fundraising - We have had a successful year in raising funds from external charity providers. A list of
our funders has been placed on the “Sponsors” page on our website. Please support these sponsors
by using their products or letting your friends know of our appreciation for their support.
Safety Note - It has been noticed that many modellers are not using restraints when starting their
models, and also do not follow the club rule of positioning your model such that it faces away from
the pits (ie towards the runway). This rule is for your safety. We would prefer that you go home
with fingers and limbs intact so please take note or Andy Avgas may jump on your planes and squash
them.

•

And the Wally of the week award goes to Andy for turning up at the flying field, with 5 aircraft in the
car, but leaving his transmitter behind – oops, must write a check list.

•
Roger using the Maungatapu tractor to roll the
runway. The most impressive parts were that
a) he was able to slow down and turn it at the end
of each run.
b) he didn’t go over the edge and disappear at high
speed into the jungle

•
•

Wanted – does anyone have a surplus petrol leaf blower that they could donate to the club? Our
new mower is doing a fantastic job, but we need the ability to remove wads of cut grass from the
internals of the mower.
TECT grants – this year TECT are planning to distribute some $7.7 million through their community
grants programme. They are calling for submissions to their distribution plan. If you would like to
respond go to www.tect.org.nz/submissions for more information.

Proposed New MFNZ Constitution.
This is now on the MFNZ website (under “documents”) and will be voted on at the AGM in July. You will
recall the debate and concern when an earlier incomplete draft was tabled at last year’s AGM. The new
version is much more coherent, but in your Secretary’s view still has some major defects. The primary
concern is that Clubs still do not have any representation or voting power within MFNZ. Under current
rules, your Committee ( ie TMAC) cannot make a submission – submissions can only be made by individual
members of MFNZ. Please take the time to read it and make your comments to the MFNZ secretary.
(Happy to discuss – Dave 021 909407)

Support the NZ glider team
Bill has raffle tickets available for
sending the NZ hand launch glider guys
back to defend their world
championship first place.

The President is missing
Sad to advise that after only a month in office, Tony Christiansen is stepping down as
President. Tony has made this decision early rather than letting it drag on, as he has a
number of other commitments which would have impacted on his ability to lead TMAC. He
remains committed to seeing the container project through so please keep coming to work parties. We will
miss Tony’s enthusiasm, leadership and drive around the committee table. Mark Sibley will assume the role
of Acting President for a period, until the Committee organises a long-term replacement. This may be an
opportunity for YOU to show your leadership skills. (Yes - YOU)

Radian Competition (from Tony Christiansen)
Another great day of flying was held on our fourth Radian competition held on Sunday 23rd April.
Arriving at the field to an overcast day with a fresh breeze were 10 enthusiastic pilots. They were put into 2
groups so each pilot had a timer, and in tricky conditions at some times, some very good flight times were
achieved with landing points becoming very important.

After 3 rounds the scores were:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Richard Thompson
Frank Brown
Kim Clarke
Tony Christiansen
Ro Morgan
Warren King
Bill de Renzy
Mike Craig
Don Clarke
Neil Attwood

1403
1323
1290
1252
1218
1175
995
954
847
834

Pilots ranged from some of our senior members to our youngest being
Dom Clarke at 9 years old. Dom flew very well in the variable
conditions.
Launches with a 30 second motor run ranged from near out of sight to
a few hundred feet, with some very smooth flying many of the lower
launches were able to achieve max times. First time contestants really
enjoyed the day and improved their Radian skills greatly. The final
scores are very close considering the day and I thank all the pilots for
making the day a great success.
Competitions give us purpose and greatly increase our flying skills.
Gliders can often fly in conditions where many power planes are
grounded.
This is the last Radian competition I will be organising so I hope another
member will take over these gliding contests as they are great fun –
Thank you – Tony C.

New Park Signage
Following numerous complaints, particularly by TMAC, TECT
are to upgrade signage throughout the park. Samples are
given below. The new signs are larger and more visible than
previous. Do you like the model A/C graphic?

That’s all for this month folks. Thanks for the contributions – it makes writing the newsletter so much easier.

Dave Marriott
Editor
contact - taurangamodelfly@gmail.com

Andy Avgas for President, Andy for President, vote Andy, Avgas for President, Andy Avgas for President, Andy for President, vote Avgas

